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Multiple epidemiological models have been proposed to predict the spread of Ebola in West
Africa. These models include consideration of counter-measures meant to slow and, eventually, stop
the spread of the disease. Here, we examine one component of Ebola dynamics that is of growing
concern – the transmission of Ebola from the dead to the living. We do so by applying the toolkit of
mathematical epidemiology to analyze the consequences of post-death transmission. We show that
underlying disease parameters cannot be inferred with confidence from early-stage incidence data
(that is, they are not “identifiable”) because different parameter combinations can produce virtually
the same epidemic trajectory. Despite this identifiability problem, we find robustly that inferences
that don’t account for post-death transmission tend to underestimate the basic reproductive number
– thus, given the observed rate of epidemic growth, larger amounts of post-death transmission imply
larger reproductive numbers. From a control perspective, we explain how improvements in reducing
post-death transmission of Ebola may reduce the overall epidemic spread and scope substantially.
Increased attention to the proportion of post-death transmission has the potential to aid both in
projecting the course of the epidemic and in evaluating a portfolio of control strategies.
Introduction
A recent, influential modeling paper concluded, based
on data available as of September 2014, that the ongo-
ing Ebola epidemic in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone
had the potential to exceed 1 million new cases by mid-
January 2015, in the absence of intervention [1]. Even
with intervention and changes in behavior, a follow-up
study by an independent group in October 2014 estimat-
ed that 100, 000 additional cases could be expected in
Liberia alone by mid-December 2014, unless a coordinat-
ed, large-scale response is implemented rapidly [2]. These
predictions leveraged the structure of previous epidemio-
logical models [3, 4] that encapsulate the infection cycle
of Ebola virus disease (EVD), by tracking the dynamics
and interactions of different types of individuals within
a population including Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious
and Removed types. Exposed individuals are infected
but not yet infectious (i.e., also referred to as latent-
ly infected). In a SEIR model representation of EVD
dynamics, the R class accounts for two types of individu-
als: those who recovered from the disease and those who
have died from the disease (and are therefore “removed”).
However, a complication in modeling EVD arises
because EVD may be contracted by direct contact with
bodily fluids from individuals who are alive and from
those who have died from the disease [5, 6]. In the present
epidemic, contact tracing of 701 individuals confirmed to
have been infected with EVD in the ongoing epidemic
∗Electronic address: jsweitz@gatech.edu; URL: http:
//ecotheory.biology.gatech.edu
found that 67 patients reported contacts with individu-
als who died of EVD, but not with any living EVD cases,
while 148 patients reported contacts with both living and
dead individuals infected with EVD [7], consistent with
10% = 67701 to 30% =
67+148
701 of Ebola cases being caused
by post-death transmission. If funerals and burial rites
can act as “super-spreader” events [8–10], the true frac-
tion may lie outside this range: for example, Legrand
and colleagues [4] estimated that 2/3 of the total R0 for
the 1995 EVD outbreak in the Democratic Republic of
Congo could be attributed to post-death transmission.
Some early [4] and recent (e.g., [2, 10–12]) epidemiologi-
cal models of EVD have incorporated a D class, thereby
distinguishing between recovered and dead individuals.
Other models treat post-death transmission implicitly, by
increasing the effective transmission rate and/or duration
in the I class [1, 13]. Yet, the implications of post-death
transmission for inferences about epidemic spread have
not been evaluated systematically. As we show, uncer-
tainty in the relative force of infection before- and after-
death has a number of consequences for estimating R0
and the potential for control of the ongoing Ebola epi-
demic.
Results
The basic reproductive number, R0, of EVD
includes the effects of post-death transmission
The basic reproductive number, R0, denotes the aver-
age number of secondary cases caused by a single infected
individual in an otherwise susceptible population. The
criterion for epidemic spread in standard epidemiological
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the SEIRD model, i.e., the dynamics of Susceptible, Exposed (i.e., latently infected), Infectious, Recov-
ered and Dead (but still infectious) individuals. Solid arrows denote transitions between states. Dashed arrows denote that
transmission depends on interactions between S and I individuals or between S and D individuals. Parameters βI and βD
are transmission rates, TE , TI and TD are the average periods in the E, I and D class, respectively, and f is the fraction of
individuals who die of EVD.
models is that R0 > 1 so that the initial infection gives
rise, on average, to more than one infected case.
In a conventional SEIR model, EVD transmission
between infected and susceptible individuals occurs at an
average rate βI over a period of infectiousness TI . A frac-
tion f of infected individuals die and the remainder, 1−f ,
recover and are assumed to be permanently immune to
subsequent infection. A SEIRD model includes an addi-
tional transmission route: dead individuals can transmit
EVD to susceptible individuals at a rate βD over a peri-
od of infectiousness TD, after which they are permanently
removed from the system via burial or loss of infectious-
ness (see Figure 1). Appendix A provides the mathemat-
ical details of the model. The basic reproductive number
in the SEIRD model is:
R0 = βITI + fβDTD (1)
The first term denotes the average number of secondary
infections due to contact with an infected individual
before-death. The second term denotes the average num-
ber of secondary infectious due to contact with an infect-
ed individual after-death. The number of cases arising
from contact with dead individuals is modulated by the
fraction, f , of infected individuals that die due to EVD.
In contrast, the basic reproductive number in the SEIR
model is:
R0,SEIR = βSEIRTSEIR (2)
It might seem that the basic reproductive number of a
SEIRD model should exceed that of a SEIR model. In
fact, this will depend on how parameters are estimated.
If the SEIR model is fit from data, then βSEIR and TSEIR
will reflect transmission from both living and dead infec-
tious individuals. Thus, we ask: What is the change in
the estimated value of R0 given alternative model frame-
works meant to explain the same infected case data?
Identifiability problems in estimating the basic
reproductive number, R0
The SEIRD model, like the SEIR, SIR and other
epidemiological models, predicts that there should be
an exponential increase in the number of infected cas-
es, i.e., I(t) ∼ eλt, after an initial transient phase
and before interventions, large-scale behavioral changes
or population-level depletion of susceptibles have taken
effect [15]. The exponential growth rate, λ, is a function
of epidemiological parameters, including the transmission
rate and R0 [16, 17]. For EVD, prior information is avail-
able to constrain the mean duration of the latent phase
on the order of 8-12 days [7, 18], the mean infectious peri-
od before death or recovery on the order of 5-9 days [1, 7]
and the fraction of disease-induced mortality of approx-
imately 70% [3, 7]. However, even with these prior con-
straints, theory does not predict a one-to-one relationship
between R0 – the feature we want to infer – and λ – the
feature that we can measure. This lack of a one-to-one
relationship gives rise to a so-called identifiability prob-
lem in estimating epidemiological parameters, including
R0, from early-stage epidemic data alone. Appendix C
presents a rationale for why identifiability problems arise
more generally when fitting epidemiological models.
To examine the identifiability problem as it pertains
to EVD, we fit both the SEIR and SEIRD models to an
exponentially growing epidemic with rate λˆ for which the
number of cases is increasing with a characteristic time
of 1/λˆ = 21 days. Further, we assume that TE = 11
days, TI = 6 days and f = 0.7. We utilize standard
epidemiological methods to infer R0 for the SEIR model
and, in turn, βSEIR, given observations of λˆ (see Eq. B3).
We find a point estimate of βSEIR of 0.33 and a corre-
sponding R0 for the SEIR model of 1.95. Uncertainty
in the duration of periods, risk of mortality and noise
in epidemic case count data would lead to corresponding
uncertainty in the value of R0.
In contrast, there are three unknown parameters in
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FIG. 2: Identifiability problems in inferring epidemiological parameters from early-stage epidemic growth data. (Model) The
dynamics are that of an SEIR model (diamond) and SEIRD model (lines and circles) with epidemiological parameters TE = 11,
TI = 6 and f = 0.7. For the SEIRD model, three scenarios are considered where TD = 2, 4 and 6 days. For each scenario, we
find various combinations of βD and βI that lead to the same early-stage epidemic growth rate, λ = 1/21. (Left) The calculated
values of βI , βD and R0 (from top-to-bottom) as a function of ρD = R0(dead)/R0. (Right panel) Dynamics of epidemics for
the three highlighted scenarios corresponding to βI = 0.05, 0.15 and 0.25 and βD = 0.71, 0.45 and 0.20 respectively.
the SEIRD model: βI , βD and TD. The time to burial
is, in part, culturally determined, with prior estimates
of 2 days applied to Ebola outbreaks in Uganda and the
Democratic Republic of Congo [4] having been carried
forward to current models (e.g. [10]). Yet, given the size
of the outbreak, additional delays between death and
burial are likely. Even with a fixed value of TD, the
transmission rates βI and βD remain unknown. Hence,
trying to fit a SEIRD model to epidemic case data pos-
es an identifiability problem. That is to say: there are
potentially many combinations of transmission parame-
ters, βI and βD that can yield the same observed epidem-
ic growth rate. Here, we consider three scenarios, where
TD = 2, 4 and 6 days. For each scenario, we must solve
for the combination of βI and βD that yield the epidemic
growth rate λ = 1/21. The mathematical details are in
Appendix B.
For a given value of TD, we evaluate a continuum of
models in which the proportion of R0 attributable to
post-death transmission varies from 0 to 1. We define
this fraction as ρD = R0(dead)/R0. We find a nega-
tive relationship between the estimated pre- and post-
death transmission rate (compare Figure 2-upper left and
middle-left panels). This negative relationship is a con-
sequence of trying to fit the same observed case data
while modifying the relative importance of pre- and post-
death transmission. Importantly, the point-estimate of
R0 increases with increasing force of transmission post-
death (Figure 2-lower left). Increasing post-death trans-
mission implies that the average infectious period also
increases. As a consequence, there are fewer epidemic
generations that nonetheless led to the same rise in cases.
This means that the average number of secondary infec-
tions per infected individual must be higher. This is a
generic feature of epidemiological models. The predicted
growth rate for epidemics with these distinct epidemio-
logical parameters are equivalent – λ = 1/21 (Figure 2-
right) – despite the differences in underlying rates.
Challenges in fitting early-stage epidemic data of
EVD in West Africa due to identifiability problems
The identifiability problem, described in the previous
section, suggests why it is more difficult than has been
recognized to ascertain the mechanistic details of EVD
transmission from early-stage epidemic data alone. Here,
we investigate case data from three countries: Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone (data from [14]; see Table I for
more information). We use an exponential growth curve
fit to the cumulative case counts as a target to investi-
gate multiple possible scenarios (Figure 3). For this fit,
4we extend our SEIRD model to include a more realistic
distribution period for the E class [7, 18]. The exposed
(i.e, latently infected) period is modeled as a gamma dis-
tribution with mean of 11 days and 6 classes, so that
the standard deviation is 4.5 days (see Supplementary
Figure 6). We use the generating-function approach of
Wallinga and Lipsitch [17] (see Appendix D) to estimate
R0 from λ while accounting for the chosen time distri-
butions within the E, I and D classes. For each country,
the resulting model predictions have two key features (see
Figure 3). First, multiple scenarios with varying ratios
of transmission risk from living and dead individuals all
fit the data equally well. Second, estimates that neglect
post-death transmission tend to under-estimate R0. The
bottom-left panels of Figure 3 all show an increase in R0
that varies with the fraction of cases caused by post-death
transmission, ρD. The increase in R0 due to post-death
transmission is of concern. However, there is a tradeoff:
larger ρD means not only a larger R0, but also a larger
potential impact of reducing post-death transmission.
Reduction in transmission risk after death can have
substantial epidemiological benefits
We evaluate the benefits of control in a SEIRD rep-
resentation of EVD using a gamma distributed E class
period. Three scenarios are considered, in which the
characteristic epidemic growth times are 1/λ = 14, 21
and 28 days and for which we assume TD = 3 days. Fig-
ure 4 summarizes our central findings. We find, as before,
that R0 is an increasing function of ρD, the proportion
of transmission that occurs post-death. We also find
that the inferred basic reproductive number increases
with increasing epidemic growth rates. These estimates
can be used to evaluate the benefit of control strate-
gies that eliminate (even partially) post-death transmis-
sion. In the limit that all post-death transmission is
eliminated, the effective reproductive number would be
Re ≡ (1− ρD)R0. In this limit, R0 is reduced by ρDR0,
a substantial amount given estimates of ρD in the range
of 10%-30% [7]. For example, in the scenarios evalu-
ated, control of post-death transmission reduces R0 by
≈ 0.2−1 secondary transmission per infected individual.
Thus, controlling post-death transmission of EVD could
be an important component of epidemic control.
Conclusions
The relative importance of post-death transmission
is difficult to estimate from epidemic growth rate data
alone, and has important implications for estimates of
key epidemiological quantities, and for prediction. This
difficulty is due to what is classically termed an “identi-
fiability problem” - relevant to EVD and to other emerg-
ing or poorly characterized infectious diseases. Despite
the challenge in identifying epidemiological parameters,
we robustly conclude that neglecting post-death trans-
mission while fitting to epidemic growth rate tends to
lead to underestimates of R0. Such underestimates are
a potential concern for ongoing efforts to make realistic
models of Ebola dynamics and its control.
Here, we have focused on one feature of such control:
the use of burial teams and other practices intended to
reduce post-death transmission. Burial teams are part of
a diverse set of responses required to stop the spread of
EVD [10]. These responses include behavioral changes,
hospital interventions [1], and (potentially) vaccination.
More burial teams are needed, but recruiting has proven
to be difficult due to stigmatization, lack of personal
protective equipment, and insufficient compensation of
workers [19]. Previous reports have suggested that some
individuals in the population experiencing the epidemic
may have acquired immunity to Ebola as a result of sub-
clinical infections [20, 21]. If these individuals exist, and
can be identified, they may be valuable contributors to
response efforts if they can be recruited as family health-
care workers [21] or as part of burial teams. Moving for-
ward, it is essential to consider the logistics of deploying
burial teams efficiently and safely while balancing public
health benefits and community norms [22, 23]. A bet-
ter understanding of post-death transmission can help to
understand the EVD epidemic in West Africa and plan
control efforts, hopefully leading in the long-term to con-
trol and elimination of the current outbreak.
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FIG. 3: Inferring epidemiological parameters from early-stage Ebola epidemic case data in West Africa. (Data) A portion of
cumulative case data [14] was used to identify an exponential growth rate λˆ (see Appendix E). The calibration regime for model
fits is denoted in open triangles, where Day 50 is 5/11/14, Day 100 is 6/30/14, Day 150 is 8/19/14 and Day 200 is 10/8/14.
(Model) The dynamics are that of an SEIR model (diamond) and SEIRD model (lines and circles) with epidemiological
parameters TE = 11 (modeled as a gamma distribution), TI = 6 and f = 0.7. For the SEIRD model, three scenarios are
considered where TD = 2, 4 and 6 days. (Left) The calculated values of βI , βD and R0 (from top-to-bottom) as a function
of ρD = R0(dead )/R0. (Right panel) Dynamics of epidemics for the three highlighted scenarios. For each country, all three
scenarios lead to the same country-specific exponential epidemic growth rate, λˆ.
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FIG. 4: The effect of controlling post-death transmission of EVD outbreaks with different epidemic growth rates λ. (Top-
left) Basic reproductive numbers, R0, without intervention (solid lines) compared to effective reproductive numbers, Re by
eliminating post-death transmission (dashed lines). Reproductive numbers are plotted against the fraction ρD of secondary
infections due to dead-to-living transmission. For all scenarios, Re = (1 − ρD)R0. (Other panels) Break-down of the needed
reduction in R0 to reach a value of Re = 1 for each of the characteristic epidemic growth rates examined in the top-left panel.
The dark-shaded region denotes the reduction in secondary cases due to elimination of post-death transmission as a function
of ρD. The light-shaded region denotes the additional reduction in secondary cases necessary if post-death transmission is
eliminated.
7Appendix A: SEIRD model of Ebola dynamics
The SEIRD model includes the dynamics of suscep-
tible, exposed and infectious individuals, just as in the
SEIR model. It differs in that the R class stands for
recovered individuals while the D class stands for dead
individuals, who are nonetheless infectious. The dynam-
ics can be written as:
S.
t.
= −βISI/N − βDSD/N (A1)
E.
t.
= βISI/N + βDSD/N − E/TE (A2)
I.
t.
= E/TE − I/TI (A3)
R.
t.
= (1− f)I/TI (A4)
D.
t.
= fI/TI −D/TD (A5)
where βI is the transmission rate for contacts with infect-
ed individuals and βD is the transmission rate asso-
ciated with contacts with dead individuals (who are
nonetheless infectious). The other parameters are: TE
the average exposed period, TI the average infectious
period, TD the average period of infectiousness after
death and f the fraction of infected individuals who
die. In this model N = S + E + I + R. This mod-
el neglects birth/immigration of individuals and natu-
ral death/emigration. The conventional derivation of the
transmission rate is that a susceptible individual inter-
acts with a certain fixed number of individuals per unit
time m, of which a fraction I/N are infectious, and only
a fraction p of which lead to transmission. The transmis-
sion rate βI is a product of m and p. Similarly, here we
assume that dead individuals are contacted by a certain
fixed number of individuals per unit time n, of which a
fraction S/N are susceptible, and only a fraction q of con-
tacts lead to transmission. The transmission rate βD is
a product of n and q. The SEIRD model can be extend-
ed further to take into account the possibility that the
duration of the exposed infectious and dead periods are
non-exponential.
Appendix B: Estimating the basic reproductive
number, R0, for the SEIR and SEIRD models given
exponential intra-class period distributions
Infected case data can then be used to estimate
unknown epidemiological parameters, including the
transmission rate andR0. In the case of the SEIR model,
the predicted exponential growth rate, λ, can be derived
from a solution of the linearized dynamics near the value
of (S = N,E = 0, I = 0, R = 0). The growth rate λ
correspond to the largest eigenvalue of the Jacobian:
J =
[ − 1TE βSEIR
1
TE
− 1TI
]
(B1)
It can be shown that the growth of the number of infected
cases is an exponential of the form I(t) = I0e
λt where
λ =
−(σ + γ) +
√
(σ + γ)
2 − 4σ(γ − βSEIR)
2
(B2)
where σ ≡ 1/TE and γ ≡ 1/TI . The best-fit value of
βSEIR can be inferred given a measured value λˆ and prior
estimates for σ and γ. For example,
R0,SEIR = (1 + λ/σ)(1 + λ/γ) (B3)
where R0,SEIR = βSEIR/γ, such that
βˆSEIR = (1 + λˆTE)(1 + λˆTI)/TI (B4)
Similarly, given the SEIRD model, the predicted expo-
nential growth rate λ of the number of infected cases cor-
responds to the largest eigenvalue of the linearized system
near (N, 0, 0, 0, 0), of which only the variables E(t), I(t)
and D(t) must be tracked. The Jacobian of this subsys-
tem is:
J =
 − 1TE βI βD1
TE
− 1TI 0
0 fTI − 1TD
 (B5)
The solutions can be computed exactly.
Appendix C: The roots of identifiability problems in
estimating the basic reproductive number from
early-stage epidemic growth data
The identifiability problem raised in the main text is
a generic issue in epidemiology. By means of illustra-
tion, consider the spread of a disease that has no exposed
stage, such that it can be suitably described using a SIR
model. Further assume that the basic reproductive num-
ber of the disease is to be estimated from epidemic case
data in which the number of cases is growing at a rate
of λˆ = 1/28. The basic reproductive number for a SIR
model is βTI , i.e., the transmission rate multiplied by
the infectious period. The epidemic growth rate for a
SIR model is λ = β − 1/TI , i.e., the difference between
the transmission and recovery rate. This can be written
as: λ = TI(R0 − 1). Hence, consider three scenarios,
in which the true infectious period is TI = 14, 28 and
42 days. Each of these scenarios is compatible with the
same epidemic growth rate λˆ given R0 = 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5.
Figure 5 illustrates this point using synthetic data. Note
that for a given epidemic growth rate, diseases whose
period of infectious is longer have larger basic reproduc-
tive numbers. In the example above, a disease with an
infectious period of 14 days requires 2 infection cycles
(on average) to increase in case count by a factor of e
(2.718). Whereas, a disease with an infectious period of
28 days requires 1 infection cycle (on average) to increase
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FIG. 5: Identifiability problem in estimating R0 for a SIR model from exponential epidemic growth data. The synthetic data
(black circles) is I(t) ∝ eλte1+ψ where λ = 1/28, corresponding to a characteristic time of 4 weeks and where ψ is a normally
distributed random variable with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.1. The model fits correspond to solutions of SIR models
in which β = 0.107, 0.0714, and 0.0595 days−1 and TI = 14, 28 and 42 days respectively. The basic reproductive number in
each case is R0 = βTI = 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 respectively. (Left panel) Each of the SIR model predictions fits the data equally
well at early times, despite having very different basic reproductive numbers. (Right panel) The predictions of the long-term
dynamics differ, with epidemic size increasing as a function of R0.
in case count by a factor of e (2.718). This is the intu-
ition behind the seemingly paradoxical result that dis-
eases with longer infectious periods are estimated to have
higher values of R0 when estimated via the same epidem-
ic growth rate. Moreover, although the disease dynamics
may appear indistinguishable at early stages of an epi-
demic, the long-term dynamics can be quite different. For
example, Figure 5 shows how diseases with higher values
of R0 infect more people over the long-term despite hav-
ing the same early time dynamics. Controlling a disease
with a higher value of R0 is also more difficult.
Appendix D: Estimating the basic reproductive
number, R0, for the SEIRD model given arbitrary
intra-class period distributions
Wallinga and Lipsitch [17] established a formal con-
nection between R0 and the epidemic growth rate, here:
λ, such that
R0 = 1
M(−λ) (D1)
where
M(z) =
∫ ∞
0
ezag(a)a. (D2)
The moment generating function M(z) operates on the
distribution g(a) which, in epidemiological terms, is the
normalized fraction of all secondary cases caused by an
infectious individual at “age” a since infection. For exam-
ple, if individuals are only infectious at a single age
ac after infection, then g(a) = δ(a − ac) where δ(x) is
the delta function. Similarly, if individuals recover from
being infected at a rate γ, then g(a) = γe−γa, i.e., an
exponential distribution. The advantage of this approach
is that it is possible to uniquely identify the value of R0
given a measured epidemic growth rate λˆ and additional
information on the age distributions for secondary infec-
tions.
For the SEIRD model, the appropriate generating
function is:
M(z) = (1− ρD)ME(z)MI(z) + ρDME(z)MI(z)MD(z)
(D3)
where ρD is the fraction of secondary transmission due
to post-death transmission and 1− ρD is the fraction of
secondary transmission due to pre-death transmission.
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has an average exposed period with TE = 11 days, such that
the shape parameters are nE = 6 and bE = nE/TE .
We consider a gamma distributed exposed period with
TE = 11 days, and shape parameters nE = 6 and bE =
nE/TE (see Figure 6) whose generating function is:
ME(−λ) =
(
bE
bE + λ
)nE
(D4)
We consider here exponentially-distributed periods for
the I and D classes. The generating functions are:
MI(−λ) = γ
γ + λ
(D5)
MD(−λ) = χ
χ+ λ
(D6)
where γ = 1/TI and χ = 1/TD. Therefore for the SEIRD
model, it is possible to estimate R0 using the generat-
ing function method given observations of an epidemic
growth rate and suitable information on epidemiological
modes and parameters.
This analysis assumed that the I and D classes are
exponentially distributed with characteristic times of 6
and 3 days, respectively. A similar analysis can be per-
formed in which the force of transmission is concentrat-
ed with different distributions, e.g., uniform, unimodal
or even concentrated at the very end of a fixed epidemic
period (so-called delta distributed).
Appendix E: Case data information
Cumulative case count data from Guinea, Liberia and
Sierra Leone was used as the target of model fits in Fig-
ure 3. These data sets were downloaded from Caitlin
Rivers’ publicly available github site [14]. The time peri-
ods over which data is calibrated is shown in Table I. The
start date was selected based on the first day at which
the cumulative case count exceeded 50. The final date
was set at the end of August, coinciding with reported
increases in intervention and widespread dissemination of
the severity of the outbreak [10]. The exponential fits are
based on log-transformed cumulative case counts. Addi-
tional challenges for inference arise, in part, due to under-
reporting [1] and lags between incidence and reporting
events [7].
Country T0 T1 λˆ Doubling period
Guinea 3/22/14 8/31/14 0.011 61 days
Liberia 6/22/14 8/31/14 0.048 14 days
Sierra Leone 5/28/14 8/31/14 0.032 21 days
TABLE I: Data sources for model fits of SEIRD to Ebola epi-
demic data. The values of T0 and T1 denote the start and stop
dates for the cumulative case data used for estimating the epi-
demic growth rate, λˆ. Estimates of the epidemic growth rate
were based on linear regression of log-transformed cumulative
case counts. The doubling time of the epidemic is defined as
log 2
λˆ
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